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Abstract

Web services (WS) transactions are important in order to reliably compose distributed and autonomous services into composite web services and to ensure that their execution is consistent and correct. But such transactions are generally complex and they require longer processing time, and manipulate critical data. Thus various techniques have been developed in order to perform quality assessment of WS transactions in terms of response time efficiency, failure recovery and throughput. This paper focuses on the testing aspect of WS transactions — a key issue that has not been examined in the literature. Accordingly it proposes multi-dimensional criteria for testing the WS transactions. The proposed criteria have the potential to capture the behaviour of WS transactions and to analyze and classify the possible (failure) situations that effect the execution of such transactions. These criteria are used to generate various test cases and to provide (WS transactions) tester with flexibility of adjusting the method in terms of test efforts and effectiveness. The proposed criteria have been designed, implemented and evaluated through a case study and a number of experiments have been performed. The evaluation shows that these criteria have the capability to effectively generate test cases for testing WS transactions as well as enable tester to decide on the trade-off between test efforts and the quality.
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1. Introduction

Web services (WS) are self-described software applications which can be advertised, discovered, and used over the web [1]. WS expose application functionality using high level programmatic interfaces such as WSDL. The composition of web services (i.e., composite web services) enables inter and intra organisational collaboration and realises the true vision of modern Business-to-Business (B2B) practice and processes [2]. Transactions are one of the most fundamental concepts in delivering reliable application processing and ensuring data integrity in web services. However, transactions in web services are different from traditional transactions which support ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability) properties. Characteristics such as long-running, business requirements and network latencies however make it difficult for WS transactions to abide by the strict rules of ACID properties.

WS transactions are defined as sequences of activities that are executed under certain constraints in order to maintain application reliability, correctness and data consistency. The management of transactional activities complicates the business logic of web services as their execution requires careful coordination, accounting for fault-tolerance, correct process termination and cancelation, without undesirable consequences at any stage of the execution. Numerous models and protocols have been developed for WS transactions which include Business Transaction Protocol (BTP) [3], Web Services Business Activity (WS-BA) [4] and Web Services Transaction Management (WS-TXM) [5], among others [6].

Similarly, current research proposes various solutions for testing the (non-transactional) web services [7, 8]. But testing of WS transactions has not been researched yet. The process of testing the WS transactions is harder than testing non-transactional web services due to several reasons. First, WS transactions involve hierarchies of interactive activities between distributed systems that should execute in atomic manner. WS transactions are more complex compared to classical database transactions as they involve cooperation among multiple parties, span autonomous and independent partners, and have long duration. Second, WS transactions do not have a homogeneous transaction model such as the ACID model. Instead they are designed and developed using multiple transaction models and protocols and different Web services technologies. Such diversity of models and technologies also complicates the process of testing the WS transactions. Third, various kinds of failures may happen during the processing of WS transactions, including: (i) technical failures such as communication, system and software failures. Such failures result in loss of
messages, processing of services, and inconsistency of data. (ii) service level failures such as service acquisition failures wherein services cannot be acquired due to unavailability of the desired services, payment problems, or service cancellation. Fourth, individual behaviours (e.g., states and transitions) and relationships (e.g., execution order and flow) of services taking part in WS transactions cannot be easily determined. This is due to the fact that such services are heterogeneous and autonomous and thus they have different behaviours and relationships among their activities [6, 9]. In summary, testing of WS transactions involves different challenges due to the complex nature of the environment, distinct behaviours of individual services, the relationships between services, the sharing of data and the consequential risk of data inconsistency.

To address the above challenges, we present multi-dimensional criteria for testing the WS transactions [10]. The criteria define three dimensions; Level, Feature and Depth. The Level dimension defines the granularity level of testing, i.e., testing WS transactions at different levels such as activity (web service) level [6], nested subtransaction or overall transaction level. The Feature defines the source used to identify the situations to be tested (test conditions). For example, the relationships between activities, the execution flow of activities or the data elements shared by the activities of a WS-transaction. The Depth is related to test coverage items, designing of the test cases, and the cost-benefit trade-off of testing the WS transactions. Note that in terms of standard software testing terminology, the proposed criteria belong to the ‘integration testing’ category.

Contributions of this paper are as follows:

(i) A method for designing test cases for WS transactions. We present systematic multi-dimensional criteria to identify test conditions and test coverage items by analysing the existing dependencies between the involved activities.

(ii) A family of test criteria. Different criteria have been proposed to combine the test coverage items and to adjust the test efforts.

(iii) We have evaluated the proposed criteria using a case study which has been widely discussed in the literature [11-15]. The test suites generated using the different test criteria were executed in mutated versions of the program. The aim is to measure the quality of test cases and to prove the effectiveness of the criteria.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews related works on WS transactions and verification and validation of transactional processes. Section 3 defines the scope of testing the WS transactions. Section 4 analyses the dependencies between activities from a testing point of view. Section 5 describes how the proposed criteria use such analysis to design the test cases. Section 6 illustrates the evaluation of the criteria and discusses the experimental results. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Existing literature contains various strategies and solutions to test classical transactions, in the areas of databases [16, 17] or system-on-chips (SoCs) at electronic system level [18, 19]. Similarly, work on performance testing and evaluation of transactions has been received significant attention from existing work [20-22]. In addition, work on verification and validation of classical as well as WS transactions has been carried out in the literature. The authors in [23] developed a model for communicating hierarchical timed automata in order to describe long-running transactions. The aim is to allow the verification of properties using model checking. The work presented in [24] translates programs from compensations to tree automata in order to verify compensating transactions. Channel-based coordination language, Reo, has been used in order to model long-lived transactions and to verify their properties using model checking technology [25]. Further, authors in [26] use event calculus to validate the transactional behaviour of WS compositions. The work in [27] proposes a formal model to verify requirements for relaxed atomicity and another approach in [9] uses Accepted Termination States (ATS) for ensuring the relaxed atomicity of transactions.

The aforementioned literature presents an interesting work on addressing various issues. But it lacks research on testing the WS transactions. Various and models and protocols have been developed for WS transactions including the classical ACID models, advanced or extended transaction models. Two Phase Commit (2PC) protocol and its variants [28] have commonly been used for maintaining ACID properties. ACID properties are vital for WS transactions that need strict data consistency. However, they are not suitable for long running applications due to resource locking/blocking problems. Advanced transaction models have been developed to address 2PC and ACID related
issues. These includes, nested transaction model [29], SAGA model [30], open-nested [31], Split-join [32], Contracts [33], Flex [34], and WebTram [35]. The underlying strategy of these models is to allow compensation of partially completed transactions in order to maintain data consistency and reliability. Based on the previous transaction models several standard specifications have been developed for WS transactions. For instance, BTP [3] adapts 2PC for short lived transactions and nested transaction model for long-lived transactions. WS-CAF [5] is a set of WS specifications for applications composed of multiple WS used in combination. WS-CAF uses WT-TXM to manage the transactions. WT-TXM defines three models, ACID Transaction (TXACID), Long Running Transaction (TXLRA) and Business Transaction Process (TXBP) that address different scenarios. Web Services Atomic Transactions (WS-AT) [36] and WS-BA [4] are built on top of Web Services Coordination (WS-COOR) [37] and they follow its coordination mechanism. WS-AT follows 2PC protocol while WS-BA uses the SAGA model.

In addition, various research endeavours have been made in testing (non-transactional) web services. For instance, the authors in [7, 8] survey various approaches related to testing web services. Similarly, the work in [38] reviews formal approaches of web services testing. Testing of web services composition has been investigated in [39, 40]. The work presented in [41] uses the Category Partition methodology in order to define test cases for web services. However, this work focuses on non-transactional web services. In our previous works we devised a general framework for testing web services transactions using risk-based testing approach and taking into account individual participants such as executor [6, 12, 42]. In this paper we focus on the overall testing of WS Transaction at different dimensions. We also use dependencies as test basis for WS transactions [43, 44] for defining different test criteria.

3. Testing of WS transactions: Multi-dimensional criteria

Software testing has been used to systematically explore the behaviour of a software system or a component in order to detect unexpected behaviours. Software testing techniques provide guidance to design test cases using some information about the Software Under Test (SUT), for example, the workflow specification or a model of the WS transactions (as in our case). They allow for systematically identifying the most relevant conditions to test the most important values for each condition. Ideally, all the possible situations of the SUT should be tested. But this is not feasible since even if the SUT has a simple logical structure, the number of all possible combinations of situations can be infinite. Furthermore, the test process consumes resources such as time, cost and other resources. For these reasons, testing techniques are used in order to ensure that testing is carried within the constraints of available resources.

Before explaining the proposed multi-dimensional criteria, first we introduce some basic concepts and definitions. These are diagrammatically represented in Figure 1.

**Test basis:** These represent all sources from which the requirements of a component or a system can be inferred. Examples of test basis are the functional requirements document or the activity diagrams of a system.

**Test items:** Test basis are broken down into test items which represent the minimal functional unit that can be tested in isolation. Test items are, therefore, smaller units of a system such as a specific process or a piece of code.

**Test condition:** For each test item a set of test conditions is derived. A test condition is an item or event of a component or a system that could be verified by one or more test cases; e.g. a function, transaction, feature, quality attribute, or structural element.

**Test coverage item:** For each test condition several test coverage items can be specified. A test coverage item is an entity or a property with a concrete value derived from a test condition; e.g. a logical value in a decision or a concrete state of a statechart.

**Test case:** The test coverage items must be covered by the test cases. In fact, a test case exercises a combination of test coverage items. A test case is defined as set of input values, execution pre-conditions, expected results and execution post-conditions, that cover a set of test coverage items.

**Test suite:** The set of test cases is called a test suite.
In the following we explain the proposed multi-dimensional criteria for testing the WS transactions.

3.1. Level dimension: Test Items

The level dimension refers to the granularity level of testing. It defines the test items which include:

**Executor or Sub-Transaction Level:** This represents testing at the executor or sub-transaction level. In the proposed model, each executor represents a participant which is responsible for executing and terminating a sub-transaction of a WS transaction [45]. In other words, the sub-transactions or activities that compose a WS transaction are carried out by executors. When a web service is enrolled in a WS transaction, it must execute in a way that complies with an agreed outcome of the overall WS transaction. In the proposed criteria, the first level of testing considers each executor as a test item. The test cases for this level have to exercise different situations that an executor has to manage during its life-cycle.

**WS Transaction Level:** This represents testing at the overall WS transaction level. A WS transaction is represented as a flow of related activities or sub-transactions. Such relations are specified by dependencies between the activities of a transaction. The constraints defined by the dependencies must be tested. Thus at this level, dependencies are considered as test items. Test cases at this level must exercise different possible situations during the execution flow of the activities in order to detect possible faults that may occur in enforcing dependencies between activities.

**Recursive or Hybrid Level:** A WS transaction is composed of different activities where each activity can be an atomic task or another subtransaction of a WS transaction. Thus the above executor and transaction levels can be applied recursively.

3.2. Feature dimension: Test conditions

**Flow:** An executor passes through different states during the execution of an activity [6]. The dependencies in a WS transaction define the order of and constraints on the execution of activities. Thus, for executor and transaction levels, a control flow analysis can be derived to identify the test conditions. At the executor level, the flow is defined by the state transition model. Therefore, the test conditions can be defined in terms of the coverage of a particular set of elements in the structure of such model. At the transaction level, the flow is defined by the dependencies involved in the composition of a WS transaction. So the analysis should focus on the type of dependency and the possible behaviours of the involved participants.

**Data:** An executor generally accesses data elements (stored in data sources) during its execution. Such data elements can be concurrently accessed and updated by more than one activity of WS transactions. Thus data elements must be taken into account during the test process as they are crucial to produce correct outcome of WS transactions. By looking for patterns of data usage, risky situations are identified and more test conditions can be defined.

**Control:** The decision of an executor to move from one state to another may depend on the value of one or more data elements. This is called a control decision. In addition, there are control decisions during the flow of execution specified by the dependencies. For example in an exclusion dependency, the control decision decides which activity is to be selected and started. The goal of testing the control feature is to exercise different values of the data elements that are involved in the control decisions.
3.3. Depth dimension: A combination of test coverage items

Test criteria are used to define the test conditions and identify the test coverage items. The set of test cases must cover all the test coverage items, which can be achieved in different ways, depending on the required test effort. Thus different strategies are used to combine the test coverage items that will be exercised by the test cases. For instance, stronger test criteria should be applied in the areas with greater risk exposure in order to achieve an effective testing. The maximum effort would be to generate all possible combinations between the test coverage items and define a test case to cover each combination. On the other hand, the minimum effort would be to simply cover all the test coverage items using the lowest number of test cases. Thus the test criteria propose different test efforts ranging from minimum to maximum efforts.

4. Classification-Tree analysis of the dependencies

Testing at the overall transaction level is a complex process as it involves various dependencies among different activities (or sub-transactions) such as type of relationship (e.g. merge, union, etc), external conditions derived from the business logic and cardinality of the union. The situation becomes further complicated as for each dependency there exists a large set of possible situations to analyse. It is, therefore important to identify, organize and classify those situations. A well-known method to classify situations for testing purposes is the Classification-tree (CT) approach [46]. CT approach has been successfully used in both academic and industrial sectors [47, 48]. In the proposed approach, the test basis is the overall WS transaction while the test items are the dependencies. For each dependency we identify the test conditions and test coverage items through generation of a CT. Note that flow, data and control (feature dimension) are all taken into account during the tree generation. Section 5 gives further details on the test coverage items (depth dimension).

In order to explain the process of CT-based analysis of dependencies, we first present the generalized transaction model [10]. We then describe the process for elaborating the classification tree for each dependency using an example of the merge dependency. The CTs for other dependencies are shown in the Annex I.

4.1. Web services transaction model

A Web Service transaction, $wT$, is a sequence of logically linked activities (or sub-transactions) that must execute consistently in order to achieve an agreed outcome. It is defined as $wT = \{A, D\}$ where $A$ is a set of activities and $D$ a set of dependencies among them. Activities represent points in a $wT$ where work is performed. An activity can be atomic (task) or non-atomic (sub-transaction). Each activity is executed by an executor [6]. An activity is compensatable if a compensating activity exists within the $wT$ to undo its actions. A $wT$ can have nested structure which contains different sub-transactions. A compensation is an activity that undoes from a semantic point of view the actions performed by another activity.

A dependency defines a relationship between a set of activities. In other words, dependencies are constraints that define an order of execution between (concurrent) activities. Dependencies are further explained in sub-section 4.1.2 below.

An executor is a web service which is responsible for executing a specific activity or a sub-transaction. As explained below, an executor passes through various states during the processing of a $wT$.

4.1.1. States of an executor

An executor can be in any of the following commonly used states: Initial, Active, Completed, Compensated, Aborted, Cancelled and Failed. The state of an executor is changed by the execution of a primitive action. There are six atomic primitive actions: begin, complete, compensate, A-withdraw, A-cancel and A-fail. Note that the primitive action compensate is only applicable if the activity is compensatable. Figure 2 the state transition diagram of an executor. Solid lines represent external primitive actions while the dashed lines represent internal primitive actions.

An executor is in the Initial state when it has been enrolled in the $wT$ and is waiting to be executed. An executor is in the Active state when it has executed the begin primitive action but has not finished execution. An executor is in the Completed state after it has successfully finished its activity. From the completed state, the executor can enter the Compensated state if the activity is compensatable. An executor is in the Aborted state after it has executed one of the abort primitive actions. An executor is in the Cancelled state after it was cancelled while executing its activity. An executor is in the Failed state if it was not able to successfully finish its activity. An executor is in the Compensated state after it has executed the compensate primitive action. That is, its actions have been undone by executing a compensating activity.
4.1.2. Dependencies

The proposed model defines three kinds of dependencies in WS transactions: Flow dependencies define constraints on the workflow in terms of the order of execution of activities. Data dependencies define relationship between the data elements used by the activities. These specify relations according to read and write operations on shared data elements. Control dependencies are hybrid dependencies (a mix of flow and data dependencies). These dependencies refer to feature dimension described in Section 3.2. Different types of dependencies can be combined. Consider an example of a purchase process; the payment activity must be executed after the items have been selected (flow dependency) but the amount to be charged depends on the calculation process that takes into account the price and quantity of the selected items (data dependency). Finally the payment is carried out if the number of items is at least one (control dependency).

A data element is a piece of information accessed by $wT$. An activity is said to write a data element if it generates or modifies the value of such data element during its execution. An activity is said to read a data element if it reads such data element during its execution. We represent a data dependency as write($A$, $d_1$, $d_2$) where activity $A$ reads the data element $d_1$ and modifies (writes) the data element $d_2$. In other words, $A$ requires $d_1$ to produce $d_2$.

A dependency is said to be final if it is not the input to any other dependency. A dependency is said to be composite if its input includes another dependency. A dependency is said to be completed if the necessary activities have been completed. For example in Exclusive, the dependency is completed if exactly one activity is completed. In Join, the dependency is completed if all activities have been completed.

The dependencies used in the proposed criteria are graphically represented using a BPMN based notation as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>$A_1 \rightarrow A_2$</td>
<td>The activity $A_1$ must complete before activity $A_2$ can begin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative</td>
<td>$\rightarrow \begin{array}{c} \diamond \end{array}$</td>
<td>Only one activity can begin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fork</td>
<td>$\rightarrow \begin{array}{c} + \end{array}$</td>
<td>All the activities begin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merge</td>
<td>$\rightarrow \begin{array}{c} \circ \end{array}$</td>
<td>At least one activity must complete before another can begin. Extra conditions can be specified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Join</td>
<td>$\rightarrow \begin{array}{c} + \end{array}$</td>
<td>All activities must complete before another can begin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>$\rightarrow \begin{array}{c} \diamond \end{array}$</td>
<td>Only one activity can complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write</td>
<td>$d_1 \rightarrow \begin{array}{c} A \end{array} \rightarrow d_2$</td>
<td>One activity produces a data element and it may require another data element</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Representation of dependencies
4.2. Generation of Classification-Trees for Dependencies

CT relies on the knowledge of the environment in order to provide a step-wise intuitive approach and to define test cases. In the context of WS transactions, this knowledge is included in the transaction model in terms of dependencies and the behaviour of activities. The main features of CT approach are summarized as follows:

(a) To analyze the test basis in order to select the test items (the dependencies in our context). Each test item (a dependency type) is regarded under various aspects assessed as relevant for the test.

(b) For each aspect, disjoint and complete classifications are formed. Classes resulting from these classifications may be further classified (recursively). These identify the test conditions that are relevant for testing purposes. The stepwise partition of the input domain by means of classifications is represented graphically in the form of a tree.

(c) Partition the classes into test coverage items: these represent significant values for each class from the tester’s point of view. It is represented graphically as the leaf nodes of the tree.

(d) To determine constraints among choices to prevent the construction of unnecessary combinations of choices.

(e) To design a set of test cases that covers all the test coverage items derived from the test conditions.

In the proposed method, we define a classification tree for each type of dependency. The classification conceives the relevant aspects that can influence the test process. Trees are constructed according to the following steps.

1. The first step is to identify the test items. The dependencies between the activities of a WS transaction are used as test items.

2. We identify the relevant features (classes) for the dependency. These form the test conditions that are used to derive the test coverage items. There are two types of possible classes: orthogonal and exclusive (or non-orthogonal).

A class is orthogonal if it can be combined with other classes. By analyzing the logic of the dependencies used in the transactions, we have identified the following orthogonal classes:

- **Cardinality**: number of activities involved in the situation defined by the dependency.
- **Behaviour**: sequence of states/transitions of the activities involved in the situation.
- **Selected**: specific activity involved in the situation
- **Former**: set of activities that act as input in the dependency
- **Latter**: set of activities that act as output in the dependency

A set of sibling classes are exclusive (non-orthogonal) if the value of one excludes the rest of them. During the elaboration of the CT, we have identified the following exclusive classes:

- **Finished**: activity has either completed or compensated
- **Running**: activity has not finished yet
- **Aborted**: activity has achieved the aborted state
- **Valid**: requirements of the dependency are fulfilled
- **Invalid**: requirements of the dependency are not fulfilled

The previous classes are hierarchically organized. In some situations these are recursively classified according to their logic so as to achieve elementary classes. A class is elementary if it is not further classified and, thus, specific values for such class can be defined.

3. Each class is divided into further classes and/or values. Each time a class is classified into further classes or values, a new deep level can be defined. These deep levels allow for defining different test effort as discussed in Section 5.1.

4. A set of constraints between the values/classes is specified. For example in the Sequence CT (see Annex I), there is a value (belonging to the class latter behaviour) that defines the activity must complete and it is not compatible
with the value of the class former behaviour that defines the activity to be withdrawn. The reason is due to the logic of the Sequence dependency; if the former activity does not complete, the latter cannot begin.

5. The values determined in the CT define the test coverage items. Further details on the criteria and the generation of coverage items are presented in Section 5.

Figure 3 shows the generic structure of a dependency classification-tree.

![Figure 3. Concepts in a dependency classification-tree](image)

### 4.3. Classification tree for Merge dependency

This section illustrates the process of designing classification tree for the Merge dependency according to the aforementioned steps (section 4.2). Figure 4 depicts the classification tree for the Merge dependencies. Classification trees for other dependencies (Sequence, Join, Fork, Alternative, Exclusion, and Write) are shown in Annex I. Orthogonal classes are shown as rectangles. Exclusive classes and concrete values are shown without rectangles. Leaf nodes in the tree represent values. The dotted lines represent the separation between the deepest level and level above. The criteria for defining the test coverage items depend on this separation as is shown in the next section.

The Merge dependency defines relationships between various activities of a WS transaction. It defines that at least one of the previous activities must complete before the latter can begin. The main feature we address in the tree is to show that the desired behaviour and constraints of the whole dependency are fulfilled or not. Thus we identified two exclusive classes at the top level. Valid class classifies the situations where at least one activity has completed, whereas Invalid class defines the situations where no single activity has completed successfully.

In the case of Valid class, we identify two orthogonal classes in order to represent the Cardinality of the completed activities: Only one and More than one. We define such cardinality in order to specify the condition that at least one activity must be completed.

Selected class represents the activity which in the Completed state. i.e., an activity is completed. This class maintains a list of values for each activity involved in the dependency. The rest of activities involved are represented through the Running class. This class shows whether activities are still running or not. If they are still running it means all of them are in the Active state. If they are not running and are not completed, it means that they are aborted (Aborted class) due to some unexpected situation. We identify four types of the Aborted class: withdrawn, cancelled, failed, combination (aborted in different ways). These values represent the possible types of abort of an activity and an extra value; which is the combination of different aborts types that is needed from a testing point of view.

If more than one activity has completed, we classified the behaviour of the rest of activities (Rest of activities class) in the same way as in the Aborted class (explained above).

The other branch of the tree (Invalid class) means that the dependency was not fulfilled. In other words, no activity has completed. So the relevant feature to test is the way in which the activities have finished. Since there are different ways to abort, it is necessary to test all those possibilities. We use the same four values to classify the behaviour of the non-completed activities: all were withdrawn, all were cancelled, all failed or all of them have aborted but in different ways.
In this dependency, there are no extra constraints about combining leaf nodes apart from the specification by the orthogonality of some classes as described above. The way the leaf nodes are used to define the test coverage items are explained in Section 5.

![Figure 4. Merge dependency classification-tree](image)

5. Test case design

The goal of the test case design process is to achieve a suitable test suite. A test suite is a set of test cases that meet a test criterion. Each test case is designed to exercise a combination of the test coverage items. All the test cases (test suite) must cover (exercise) all the identified test coverage items. In this work, the test technique is the CT method and the test criteria used to combine the test coverage items are presented below.

According to the CT method (see Section 4), the leaf nodes define the test coverage items that are combined to generate the test cases. In the context of testing WS Transactions at the transaction level, a test case defines a specific scenario that goes through different dependencies. Therefore, a test case cannot be defined only in terms of one CT (i.e. the test coverage items derived from a dependency), but it should be defined from a set of CTs. That is why, it is necessary to refine the concept of test coverage item in the CTs in order to represent combinations of leaf nodes (Combined Test Coverage items). In this way, these Combined Test Coverage items will be combined again leading to the scenarios that constitute the test cases. Two kinds of coverage items defined are:

- **Primitive Test Coverage Item (Primitive TCI)**: It shows each value of a class in the analysis. It is shown as a leaf node in the CT.

- **Combined Test Coverage Item (Combined TCI)**: The specific behavior that all involved activities in the dependency must follow. It is generated through the combination of its Primitive TCIs using different combination criteria (of the depth dimension).

Figure 5 illustrates an example of Combined TCI derived from combining two Primitive Test Coverage Items. Note that the states are specified in brackets and transitions between dashes.
The criterion to generate the Combined TCIs is related to the test effort required. Therefore, it is included in the depth dimension as described in Section 3. The following sub-section (5.1) presents different criteria for the use and combination of the Primitive TCIs. The strategy used to organize and combine the Combined TCIs in scenarios that define a test case is presented in Section 5.2.

5.1. Depth Dimension: Generation of the Combined Test Coverage Items

In order to combine the Primitive TCIs, we propose a family of coverage strategies by taking into account two orthogonal aspects:

- **Primitive TCI selection**: This is to select the leaf nodes which are to be used in the combination

- **Primitive TCI combination**: This is to combine the selected Primitive TCIs

The above two aspects allow for adjusting the number of Combined TCIs that will be generated. Note that such combinations must fulfil the constraints defined in the CT. The more the Combined TCIs defined the more the requirements for the test suite. Thus more test cases are generated which result in the increase in test effort. But more test cases potentially increase the effectiveness of testing. Considering these two aspects we achieve four different criteria that allow for adjusting the testing thoroughness.

5.1.1. Primitive TCI selection

We use the depth level information in order to select the Primitive TCI (leaf nodes). The selection is done using the following two levels:

- **Strong level**: It uses the deepest level (called N level) in order to cover all Primitive TCIs. Assume that there are three activities involved in the Merge CT (Figure 4), then this criterion requires using the 16 Primitive TCIs which are found in the tree.

- **Weak level**: This level, called N-1 level, requires covering all non-elementary classes but with one value for each elementary class. In this criterion, a random leaf node (from child nodes) is selected. In the Merge CT, this criterion requires using 5 Primitive TCIs: one value for each class Selected, No, More than One and Valid, plus the Active value in the class Running. The number of Primitive TCI is widely reduced. But from a testing point of view, the randomly selected leaf node can be less significant, than the other candidate node. It also brings a nondeterministic factor in the design.

Note that the **strong level criterion subsumes the weak level criterion. The dotted line in the Figure 4 separates the N level to N-1 level in the Merge dependency.**
5.1.2. Primitive TCI combination

Combined TCIs are generated from the Primitive TCIs. There is a range of criteria that can be used. The simplest coverage criterion, *each-used* coverage, does not enforce any requirement on how to combine the Primitive TCIs. The more complex coverage criteria, such as *pair-wise* or *N-wise* coverage, is concerned with (sub-) combinations of interesting values of different parameters [49]. In this work we use the combination of the *simplest* and the strongest criteria.

- **Each-used**: it requires that every selected Primitive TCI to be included in at least one Combined TCI — which is derived from this dependency using the lowest number of Combined TCIs possible. It is the weakest coverage criterion.

- **N-wise**: it requires all possible combinations of all selected Primitive TCIs to be included in the set of Combined TCIs which is derived from this dependency. It is the strongest coverage criterion and thus subsumes the *each-used* criterion.

The Primitive TCIs specify requirements in terms of behaviours of their activities. But in a composite dependency, such requirements may refer to another dependency. In the latter, the dependency involved as argument (argument dependency) is considered as an activity in terms of behaviour. In other words, if the Primitive TCI requires that such activity (argument dependency) is completed, a random scenario is selected where the activity (argument dependency) is completed. If the Primitive TCI requires the activity (argument dependency) to cancel/abort/fail, all the activities involved in the argument dependency will take such behaviour.

Figure 6 depicts the four set of Combined TCIs for the Merge CT. These are generated by combining the orthogonal criteria of level and combination. In the *strong level*, each leaf node is a Primitive TCI while in the *weak level*, a leaf node of each elementary class was randomly selected. Each row defines a Combined TCI which is achieved by applying the specified combination criterion.

At the *weak level* the same Combined TCIs are generated for both *N-wise* and *each-used* criterion. This is because *weak level* prunes the leaf nodes in the elementary classes *Selected, Aborted, Rest of Activities* and *All Activities*. This pruning eliminates the possibility of combination. But this does not occur in other classification-trees. The *strong level* generates more Combined TCIs than *weak level* since the former always selects more Primitive TCIs. This allows for analysing the dependency more rigorously. However, the test effort (i.e., the number of Combined TCI generated) can considerably grow if strong combination criteria are used.
5.2. Generating the test cases

Once all the Combined TCIs are defined, the next step is to generate a set of test cases that can cover them. Note that one test case can cover more than one Combined TCI. To generate the test suite we use the base choice (BC) strategy [49]. BC is a deterministic iterative strategy; which means that given a base test case the same test suite is produced every time. The first step of BC is to identify a base test case. The base test case combines the most ‘important’ value for each parameter. Importance may be based on any pre-defined criterion such as most common, simplest, or smallest. From the base test case, new test cases are created by varying the minimum number of values at a time while keeping the values of the other parameters fixed.

In the context of testing WS Transactions, the parameters are the behaviour of each activity (i.e. sequence of states/transition of its executor, see Figure 2). To generate the base test case we adopt the criterion of “maximum of dependencies completed”. So the base test will define specific behaviour for all activities forming a scenario where the number of dependencies, that are completed, is maximum.
The algorithm to generate the base test case is shown in Figure 7. The strategy selects, for each final dependency, a scenario where the dependency is completed. Then the strategy is recursively applied to the dependencies included in the input of final dependencies in order to specify the behaviour for the activities whose behaviour was not previously defined. If it is impossible to select a scenario to complete a dependency without modifying the behaviour of a previously specified activity, then the dependency takes a non-complete scenario while keeping the behaviour of such activity fixed.

```
Base Choice Generation (output: base test case)
  Generate an empty test case BC
  Select all final dependencies
  For each final dependency D
    Select completed scenario for D
    Copy the scenario for D in the test case BC
End

Completed Scenario (input: dependency D, output: completed scenario for D)
  Select the activities in D that has not a specified behaviour yet
  If D can be completed
    Specify completed behaviour for all activities
  Else
    Select a non-completed behaviour for all activities
  If D is composed
    Get the arguments dependency
    For each argument dependency D'
      Select Completed Scenario for D'
End
```

Figure 7. Base Case generation algorithm

Once the base test case is defined, the strategy creates the rest of necessary test cases. The algorithm to generate the test suite is shown in Figure 8. The strategy gets the test coverage items which are not covered by the base test case. It creates new test cases by varying the behaviour of the base test case’s activities in order to cover all the test coverage items. This gives a set of test cases that covers all Combined TCIs which are generated previously.

```
Generation of the Test Suite (input: set of Combined TCIs, base test case BC, output: test suite)
  Add the BC test case to the test suite
  Set all Combined TCIs covered by the BC test case as covered
  While ∃ Combined TCI not covered
    Get a not covered Combined TCI
    Copy the BC test case
    Modify the BC test case copy in order to cover the Combined TCI
    Add the new test case to the test suite
    Set all Combined TCIs covered by new test case as covered
End
```

Figure 8. Test Suite generation algorithm

Test suite is obtained by following the steps of the above algorithm. Each test case defines a concrete scenario for the overall WS transaction by specifying the behaviour of all its activities. A test case can cover one Combined TCI for each dependency of the transaction (as shown in Figure 9). This provides a set of generated test cases that cover all the Combined TCI.
6. Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the proposed criteria by taking into account the following research questions:

RQ1: Effectiveness of the proposed criteria in detecting failures in WS Transactions.

RQ2: Usefulness of the proposed criteria useful in adjusting the test efforts and providing a trade-off in terms of cost-benefit.

RQ3: Resiliency of the proposed criteria to different types of defects or failures

6.1. Case study

In order to evaluate the proposed criteria we have developed a prototype application which implements the widely used Travel Agency case study [11-15].

Travel Agency is an application in which customers are offered with the facilities for making travel arrangements as follows. The Agency service receives an itinerary from a customer. After checking the itinerary for errors, it determines the types of reservations to make and sends simultaneous requests to the transport, hotel and car rental providers. There are three alternative airline companies, two hotel agencies, one train company and one vehicle reservation service.

If any of the reservation tasks fails, the itinerary is cancelled by performing the compensatory action and the customer is notified of the problem. Agency service waits for confirmation of the reservation requests. Upon receipt of all confirmations, the Agency service informs the customer about the reservation confirmation and final itinerary details. The Agency then contacts the payment services charge the customer’s credit card of the total amount. The payment services also charges an extra 1% for using their service.

Travel Agency is a distributed software application written in Java 1.5. The application includes 23 Java classes and 2,540 Java lines of code (LoC). Each service is composed of two classes: serviceLogic and serviceWS. The services that make reservations (flights, hotels, train and car) also have a serviceReservation class. The serviceLogic classes implement the business logic of the activity, for example, checking the availability and booking of a room in a hotel. The serviceWS wraps the logic class and other classes required by the service. Auxiliary classes, Customer and Itinerary, are used by all the services. The class, TAcontext, represents the data elements shared by the activities (itinerary, amount and customer data) while TAservice manages the execution of the all services.

6.2. Transactional modeling of the Case study

We model the travel agency case study according to the transaction model presented in Section 4.1. In other words, we model the request for travel arrangement as a WS transaction. Figure 10 depicts the modelling of the travel agency and shows some of the important activities, data elements and dependencies

The services (and their activities) involved in the travel agency WS transaction are defined as follow:

- **Agency**: Checks if the departure and arrival cities are under the coverage of the agency. It also coordinates the flow execution of the activities.
- **Gold Air**: An airline with high availability but is the most expensive
• **Cheap Air:** An airline with cheaper prices but less availability
• **Train:** Train tickets service
• **Five Star Hotel:** A luxury hotel chain. High availability and high cost.
• **Two Star Hotel:** A low cost hotel chain.
• **Car:** Rental cars service
• **Payment:** Credit card services for online payments

The following data elements are used by the above activities:
• **Itinerary (I):** Departure and arrival cities and dates
• **Hotel reservation (H):** Hotel address, date of arrival and number of nights booked at the hotel
• **Flight reservation (F):** City, date and time of departure and city, date and time of return
• **Train reservation (T):** City, date and time of departure and city, date and time of return
• **Car reservation (R):** City, date and number of days booked
• **Amount (A):** Amount to be charged to the client
• **Credit balance (B):** The customer credit balance

The dependencies among the above activities are defined as follows:
• **D1:** Fork (Gold Air, Cheap Air, Train, 5*Hotel, 2*Hotel, Car)
• **D2:** Exclusion (5*Hotel, 2*Hotel)
• **D3:** Merge (Gold Air, Cheap Air, Train)
• **D4:** Join (D2, D3, Car)
• **D5:** Sequence (Agency, D1)
• **D6:** Sequence (D4, Payment)
• **D7:** Write({Agency, Gold Air, Cheap Air, Train Air, 5*Hotel, 2*Hotel, Car }, {Payment})

![Figure 10. Modelling of the Travel Agency case study](image-url)

### 6.3. Experimental parameters

Existing works on testing (non-transactional) web services focus on the unit testing of flow management such as WS-BPEL process [50-54]. But they do not address the evaluation of fault detection in a particular implementation of services. We measure the effectiveness of the proposed criteria as the degree on which the generated test cases are able to detect defects injected in a concrete implementation (described above) of the overall WS transaction.

We use a mutation approach in order to inject faults in the WS transaction of the travel agency Mutation testing has been widely accepted as the test adequacy criteria. The idea is to make many small changes called mutants in a given
program (or WS transaction in our case). Small changes of the original program are expected to produce observable different outputs. A mutant is said to be killed if it gives different outputs from the original with some test case. The Mutation Score (MC) is the relation between the number of mutants killed (KM) by the test suite and the number of total generated mutants (TM). Formally, it is calculated as: \( MC = \frac{KM}{TM} \times 100 \). Mutation score is, therefore, an objective measure to evaluate the effectiveness of a test suite.

To apply mutation to the WS transaction of Travel Agency, we have used the MuJava tool [55] which generates two types of mutants. Traditional mutations are generated by applying syntactic actions such as an arithmetic or logic operator replacement in the code. Class mutations are generated by applying semantic actions such as changing the access modifier of a variable. We have applied both types of mutants in all classes obtaining a total of 2,507 faulty versions of the Travel Agency WS transaction. The number of mutants generated by each Java class is shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of class</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Total Mutants</th>
<th>Traditional Mutants</th>
<th>Class mutants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>service</td>
<td>AgencyWS</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>service</td>
<td>CarWS</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>service</td>
<td>CheapAirWS</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>service</td>
<td>FiveHotelWS</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>service</td>
<td>GoldAirWS</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>service</td>
<td>PaymentWS</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>service</td>
<td>TrainWS</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>service</td>
<td>TwoHotelWS</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logic</td>
<td>AgencyLogic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logic</td>
<td>CarLogic</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logic</td>
<td>FlightLogic</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logic</td>
<td>HotelLogic</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logic</td>
<td>PaymentLogic</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logic</td>
<td>TrainLogic</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reservation</td>
<td>FlightReservation</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reservation</td>
<td>HotelReservation</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reservation</td>
<td>TrainReservation</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reservation</td>
<td>CarReservation</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxiliar</td>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxiliar</td>
<td>Itinerary</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxiliar</td>
<td>PaymentTransfer</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transaction</td>
<td>TAContext</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transaction</td>
<td>TAFlow</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Combined TCIs generated by the criteria

To evaluate the requirement RQ2, we assess the cost-benefit relation of using the different criteria for generating the Combined TCIs, and the test cases. The cost is estimated according to the number of test cases generated. The test benefit is highly related to the number of defects that the test suite can reveal. It is therefore approximated by the number of mutants killed. We define the cost-benefit relation (CB) as the relationship between the number of test cases generated by the criterion (TC) and the mutants killed for that set of test cases (KM), \( CB = \frac{TC}{MT} \). In order to compare different CB values, we normalize the values (CBN) ranging from 0 – 1 and using the highest CB with test suite of CBN=1. Thus, the metric used to address RQ2 is the CBN.

6.4. Experimental Results

We obtained the results using the following three steps:

The first step is to generate the Combined TCIs for each dependency. We developed a script that requests as input the type of dependency, the service classes that implement the involved activities, the level and combination criteria and generation of the set of Combined TCIs. The number of Combined TCIs generated for each dependency and each combination of criteria are shown in Table 3. As was expected, the strong level significantly increases the number of Combined TCIs generated independently of the combination criterion selected. Regarding the combination strategy,
we realize that \textit{N-wise} criterion increases the Combined TCIs but the increase is only noticeable when this strategy is combined with the \textit{strong level}. Also we see that the number of Combined TCI is very similar to the \textit{weak level} criterion irrespective of the combination criterion used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Dependency</th>
<th>Strong level \textit{N-wise}</th>
<th>Weak level \textit{N-wise}</th>
<th>Strong level each-used</th>
<th>Weak level each use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>Fork</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>Merge</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>Join</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6</td>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7</td>
<td>Write</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Combined TCIs generated by the proposed criteria

The second step is to generate the test cases. We developed a script that receives the set of Combined TCIs of all dependencies involved in the WS transaction and then execute the algorithms (Section 5.2) to generate the test cases. Each test case specifies the behaviour that the activities have to follow during the execution of a WS transaction.

The third step is to automatically execute the test cases in the 2,507 mutant versions. Using this version the code was instrumented and the services were configured in a way that follows a specific behaviour. Thus, when the \textit{Travel Agency} WS transaction starts, it reads a test case file and configures all the services.

The different test suites generated by combining the level and combination criteria were automatically executed using MuJava and the mutation score. The mutation score and cost-benefit results are summarized in Table 4. Mutation scores grouped by type of class are shown in Table 5. ‘S’ and ‘W’ mean \textit{strong level} and \textit{weak level} respectively, while ‘N’ and ‘E’ respectively mean \textit{N-wise} and \textit{each-used}. Information about the number of the mutants killed, traditional mutants score and class mutation score for each class is shown in Annex II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test suite level</th>
<th>Strong level \textit{N-wise}</th>
<th>Weak level \textit{N-wise}</th>
<th>Strong level each-used</th>
<th>Weak level each-used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mutation Score</td>
<td>99,85</td>
<td>81,19</td>
<td>92,5</td>
<td>65,45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Test Cases (TC)</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of mutants killed (KM)</td>
<td>2676</td>
<td>2176</td>
<td>2479</td>
<td>1754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-benefit relation (CB)</td>
<td>0,02653</td>
<td>0,01241</td>
<td>0,01493</td>
<td>0,00969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB normalized (CBN)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,47</td>
<td>0,56</td>
<td>0,37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Test suites results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of class</th>
<th>Number of classes</th>
<th>Mutation score</th>
<th>Traditional mutation score</th>
<th>Class mutation score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>99,91 77,98 89,47 65,79</td>
<td>99,88 77,38 89,13 66,13</td>
<td>100,00 78,00 87,63 57,38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>99,85 81,07 92,62 60,07</td>
<td>99,80 82,40 95,60 60,60</td>
<td>98,20 55,20 74,00 36,80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>99,11 61,61 83,04 40,18</td>
<td>97,50 73,75 95,00 57,00</td>
<td>100,00 47,75 74,25 34,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliar</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100,00 49,73 98,72 30,07</td>
<td>100,00 45,50 97,00 21,00</td>
<td>100,00 48,67 100,00 19,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100,00 91,45 100,00 98,00</td>
<td>100,00 99,50 100,00 100,00</td>
<td>100,00 56,50 100,00 65,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>99,77 72,37 92,77 58,82</td>
<td>99,44 75,71 95,35 60,95</td>
<td>99,64 57,22 87,18 42,54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Results by type of class
6.5. Discussion

The results presented in Table 4 show the effectiveness of the proposed criteria which is measured in terms of the mutation score. The results show that the proposed criteria are indeed effective thus meeting the RQ1. All test suites achieve a mutation score greater than 65% and some score greater than 80%. We see that the strong level generates test suites that reach very high effectiveness with mutation scores greater than 90%. According to the type of class, Table 5 shows that the weak level criterion achieves notably inferior mutation scores, especially in reservation and auxiliary classes. These two types of classes are less complex than the other. The results suggest that the strong level is more suitable for simple classes.

With regard to the RQ2, we see that different level and combination criteria lead to different test efforts measured in terms of the number of test cases generated (TC). The benefit (killed mutants, KM) also differs in different test suites as shown above. There are significant differences in the test efforts (TC). The lowest value of CBN is achieved by the criteria combination weak level / each-used. On the other hand, a similar CBN value is achieved by weak level / N-wise (0,47) and strong level / each-used (0,56). Although the best CBN relation is reached by the weak level / each-use criteria, this combination achieves the lowest mutation score. Further, strong level / N-wise have the worst CBN value but it achieves the best mutation score. The experiments also revealed that the weak level / N-wise and weak level / each-used combinations achieve a high mutation score. Thus these results provide a metric to the tester in order to decide the test effort in terms of cost or benefit.

In relation to the RQ3, we consider two types of injected faults: traditional mutants and class mutants. According to the results summarized in Table 5, we see that the mutation score achieved in the traditional mutants is greater than the one achieved in the class mutation. The average mutation scores of all classes (see Annex II) show the same tendency. Thus the results show that the type of fault influences the effectiveness of the testing criteria.

In some cases, the above evaluation may have limitations. The first issue is that the mutation technique simulates the faults that could appear during the development of WS Transactions. But due to the lack of information about actual faults, we are not certain how representative these injected faults are. However, empirical studies, comparing the fault detection ability of test suites on hand-seeded, automatically-generated (mutation) and real-world faults, suggest that the generated mutants provide a good indication of the fault detection ability of a test suite [56]. This proves the validity of our evaluation. The second issue, which is common in software engineering, is that how representative the case study is? We have used the case study which is widely adapted in the literature. This ensures that the case study is highly representative and is not limited to a particular situation or scenario.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed novel multi-dimensional criteria for testing the WS Transactions. Our approach generates test cases according to the dependencies between the activities involved in a WS transaction. The proposed criteria elaborate a classification-tree analysis for each kind of dependency in order to identify the relevant test condition and test coverage items. The aim was to derive the test cases that thoroughly exercise all dependencies. Two orthogonal families of test criteria are used for the test coverage item selection (strong level, weak level) and the test coverage item combination (N-wise, each-used). To evaluate the proposed method we have used a well-known case study of Travel Agency. Evaluation results showed that the proposed criteria have the potential to design effective test cases for WS transactions and to allow the tester to adjust the method in terms of its effectiveness, test effort and cost-benefit analysis. It also provides the advantages of performing the testing process in a resource-scarce environment. Further the design of the test cases is automatically generated in order to meet the requirements of the distinguishing characteristics of WS transactions. It reduces the cost of the test design and also improves its effectiveness. It allows for adjusting the intensity of the test process by taking into account the time and effort. It also allows the tester to prioritize the tests by firstly using low-effort criteria and then subsequently complement them whenever additional test efforts are required.
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ANNEX I. Dependencies Classification-Trees
ANNEX II. Detailed results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Mutants</th>
<th>Mutation score</th>
<th>Mutants killed</th>
<th>Mutants alive</th>
<th>Number of mutants</th>
<th>Traditional mutation score</th>
<th>Class mutation score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AgencyLogic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgencyWS</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>84,62</td>
<td>97,12</td>
<td>84,62</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CarLogic</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>91,60</td>
<td>99,58</td>
<td>78,57</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CarReservation</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>96,43</td>
<td>96,43</td>
<td>89,29</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CarWS</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>97,11</td>
<td>98,84</td>
<td>91,91</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CheapAirWS</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>92,00</td>
<td>96,80</td>
<td>81,60</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>82,05</td>
<td>96,15</td>
<td>23,08</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FiveHotelWS</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>79,19</td>
<td>97,69</td>
<td>56,65</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlightLogic</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>99,74</td>
<td>73,64</td>
<td>99,22</td>
<td>61,24</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlightReservation</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>96,43</td>
<td>42,86</td>
<td>96,43</td>
<td>42,86</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoldAirWS</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>99,25</td>
<td>69,17</td>
<td>97,46</td>
<td>48,67</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HotelLogic</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>88,74</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>80,09</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HotelReservation</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>64,29</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>14,29</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itinerary</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>57,14</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>57,14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaymentLogic</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>62,50</td>
<td>87,50</td>
<td>50,00</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaymentTransfer</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>10,00</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>10,00</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaymentWS</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>69,64</td>
<td>99,11</td>
<td>58,04</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAContext</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>84,75</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>98,31</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAFlow</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>98,16</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>97,70</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrainLogic</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>99,52</td>
<td>88,89</td>
<td>76,81</td>
<td>30,43</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrainReservation</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>42,86</td>
<td>39,29</td>
<td>14,29</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrainWS</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>71,43</td>
<td>63,16</td>
<td>45,11</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TwoHotelWS</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>60,69</td>
<td>65,32</td>
<td>59,54</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2680</td>
<td>99,85</td>
<td>81,19</td>
<td>92,50</td>
<td>65,45</td>
<td>2676</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>